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Educational degree: 

Ph.D. in Physics (Dottorato di Ricerca in Fisica) at the Università degli Studi di Milano (1990); 

Laurea in Physics, University of Milan (1985). 

Secondary School degree (Diploma di maturità) in Industrial Chemistry, obtained at the I.S.I.S., technical 

scientific institute "Giulio Natta", Bergamo, in 1976 

 

Present  Positions: 

a) Associate Professor (on the Settore Scientifico Disciplinare 02/B2 – Fisica Teorica della Materia) at the 

Department of Physics  “Aldo Pontremoli”, Università degli Studi di Milano 

b) Associate researcher at the INFN (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare), sezione di Milano 

c) Owner of the National Scientific Qualification for the position of Full Professor (on the Settore Scientifico 

Disciplinare 02/B2 – Fisica Teorica della Materia) 

 

Teaching activity (at the University of Milan, unless otherwise specified) 

a) Since 1992 with various lectures, both in undergraduate and graduate levels, for the Laurea in Physics, and 

the Laurea in Natural Sciences. 

b) Physics I (1996/99) and Physics II courses (2000/03) at the University of Bergamo. 

c) Current didactical activity includes the courses of "Advanced Structure of Matter" (Struttura della materia 

2, from 2004), and “Quantum Optics” (Ottica Quantistica, from 2011) for the students of the "Laurea 

Magistrale in Fisica". 

d) Various courses for the Ph.D. School in Physics (Dottorato di Ricerca in Fisica, Astrofisica e Fisica 

Applicata); the last is the lecture on “Quantum Coherent Phenomena”. 

e) Thesis Advisor and Co-Advisor of near 60 degrees in Physics at University of Milan (both for triennial 

and master's degree). 

f) Thesis Advisor and Tutor of four Ph.D students in Physics (Dottorato di ricerca in Fisica, Astrofisica e 

Fisica Applicata, Università degli Studi di Milano); member of committee for the conferment of the PhD title 

in other universities. 

 

Other various activity 

1) Member of the Academic Board of the PhD School in Physics, Astrophysics and Applied Physics of the 

University of Milan. 

2) Researcher associate with the National Institute of Nuclear Physics, Section of Milan from 01-01-2008. 

3) Invited speaker at the "National summer school for teachers: Science in 4D" (National Plan of Scientific 

Degrees) in Siena, from 2016 to 2019, on topics of Modern Physics. 

4) Educational seminars on Modern Physics topics for various high schools and educational institutions, 

students of fourth and fifth classes, since 2016. 

5) Belonging to the MIUR  REPRISE list of scientific experts, section of Basic Research. 

6) Referee activity for several international Journals of Physics with high impact factor (Physical Review 

Letters, Physical Review A and B, Physics Letters A, Journal of Physics B, Entropy etc.) 

7) Member of the Editorial Board of Physics Letters A. 

8) Recognized as "Outstanding Referee" by the American Physical Society in 2016. 
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Research topics 

The research activity is mainly theoretical, covering a large spectrum of subjects ranging from Quantum 

Optics to Laser Physics, from exotic atoms (also with antimatter) to fundamental physics, even in condensed 

matter. Often in close connection with groups carrying out experimental research. 

The activity is witnessed by more than 90 papers on peer reviewed journals and contributes to conferences, 

with also a contribute to a book of the “International School of Physics Enrico Fermi – Varenna”. 

 

Among the research topics and recent collaborations, we highlight: 

1) The international research project AEGIS, with the participation of INFN and main location in CERN, 

Ginevra. This project concerns the synthesis of antihydrogen, antimatter atom composed of antiproton and 

positron (the antielectron), for fundamental studies on antimatter. The main objective is the first measure of 

gravitational acceleration on antimatter, a subject that have a growing interest in studies on CPT symmetries 

and on the principle of gravitational equivalence (of Einstein) in particle physics. In this project we have 

dealt in particular with the production of positronium (Ps, unstable atom composed of an electron and a 

positron) excited to Rydberg states through suitable laser pulses in a magnetic environment, developing the 

complex theory. The Ps is indeed an essential intermediate in the production of anti-hydrogen. 

Some models have been formulated which have been successfully applied to the results of the experiments 

on the production of Ps excited at the 3P level or on the metastable level 2S with various laser schemes, on 

the selection of the speed of the Ps beam also in Rydberg states and in the presence of electric and magnetic 

fields. 

 

2) The international research project QUPLAS, participated by INFN, by the Milan Polytechnic by the 

University of Bologna and Florence, and by the university of Bern, which aims to study atomic 

interferometry with antimatter, in particular with positrons and Ps atoms. In particular, in order to verify the 

CPT symmetry, to study the Aharonov-Bohm effect with antimatter, and to measure the gravitational 

acceleration on antimatter through a second important route. These fundamental tests of quantum mechanics 

with antimatter, never faced so far, have recently reached a first milestone with the first demonstration of 

antimatter quantum interferometry with positrons. 

 

3) Another notable activity concerns the study of the properties of positronium (Ps) confined in 

subnanometric cavities in condensed matter. In addition to the considerable theoretical interest, this research 

is important as the Ps is practically the only known probe for the study of the electronic characteristics of 

nanoporous materials. We formulated two-particle semi-analytical models and investigated the quantum 

correlations of exchange of the Ps electron with neighboring electrons, fundamental for the theory of 

annihilation rates, which are experimentally measurable quantities. 

  

4) Other research topics that have been dealt with are: 

- participation in the international collaboration "Gamma Factory" established at CERN, which proposes the 

design of a facility for the production of gamma rays by scattering laser pulses on ions at relativistic speeds; 

- the theory of spontaneous formation of transverse spatial structures in non-linear optics; 

- non-classical effects in the radiation-matter interaction, study of purely quantum correlations between the 

radiation beams emitted by optical parametric oscillators (OPO) and the generation of "entangled" photons; 

- superluminal effects in the propagation of radiation through phase masks; 

- lasers and microcavities based on semiconductors, and the role of "pump blocking"; 

- control of the shape of picosecond laser pulses generated by nonlinear optical processes for applications in 

particle accelerators (SPARC-PLASMONX research projects). 

 


